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Abstract—Affective computing ‘in the wild’ is of huge relevance
to the healthcare field, like it is for many industries today. Appli-
cations of direct relevance are patient monitoring (e. g., emotional
state, depression and pain monitoring), health information mining,
diagnosis and opinion mining (e. g., from medical reports and drug
reviews). The prevalence of the text modality in the medical field
for various reasons – e. g., privacy laws, high costs and prohibitory
memory requirements for audio and video data – has made the text
modality the most popular. Deviating away from traditionally a
classification task at a sample-level, the promising baseline results
for the Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) 2017 make a
strong case for the suitability of text data for a ‘time-continuous’
affect estimation. For the very first time, we present insights into
the inner workings of a deep learning, ‘in the wild’ affect-predicting,
time-continuous regression model. We compute relevance of the
sparse text-based bag-of-words features (BoTW) of the AVEC 2017
challenge in estimating the three affect labels, viz. arousal, valence
and liking, by using a layerwise relevance propagation method
(LRP). Interestingly, the trained models are found to rely more
on adjectives and adverbs such as ‘schlecht’, ‘gut’, ‘genau’ with
positive or negative connotations, and action descriptors such as
<laughter> and <slightlaughter> – quite analogous to the human
perception of emotion expression.
Keywords-Affective Computing, AVEC, Bag-of-Words, Feature
Relevance, In the Wild, Input-times Gradient, Layerwise Rele-
vance Propagation.
I. INTRODUCTION
‘Text-based sentiment analysis’ has become a popular re-
search direction in recent years, thanks to ubiquity of
opinion-rich text resources (e. g., medical and official records,
public databases, social media), rapid advancements in natu-
ral language processing and machine learning, surge in open-
source frameworks, and the ever-growing industry demand.
These developments have far reaching implications and ap-
plications in the healthcare field likewise [1, 2].
As an example, emotional intelligence (EI) of the doctors
is known to be directly related to their job satisfaction, stress
management, and their trustability [3–5]. Because EI is a
strong objective predictor for a patient-doctor relationship,
and as a consequence, the patient’s response to a treatment
[6, 7], the need for EI coaching of doctors and nurses has long
been conclusively established [8, 9]. In addition to pedagogy,
emotionally aware human computer interaction (HCI) is
also a promising assistive technology for autistic patients
to help identify and express emotions [10, 11]. Affective
computing research will likely revolutionise real-time pa-
tient monitoring, e. g., through remote pain, depression and
emotional state monitoring, and personal health information
mining [12, 13]. Text-based sentiment analysis is useful for
accelerated understanding of the drug and treatment reviews
[14], assessing certainty of a diagnosis from a medical report
[1], surveying patient sentiment for medical services [15], and
to understand underlying relationships between neurophys-
iological signals and emotions [16, 17].
A. Motivation
When building any emotion-aware application, we face pre-
dominantly four challenges: 1. a model’s ability to work on
a real-life data (robustness) 2. introducing time-continuous
prediction capabilities, 3. introducing understanding of affect
niceties (affect resolution), 4. having interpretable models.
It is essential that the trained application is robust enough
to work on in the wild data, i. e., data recorded under non-
laboratory settings. The training and test data is expected to
have noise, missing values, errors, misalignments, or inac-
curate timing information. For introducing time-continuous
prediction capabilities, we require not a single, but a se-
quence of affect labels during training. The labels should
ideally be high-resolution value-continuous labels, and not
merely the classification labels. Additionally, even for an
exceptionally-performing model, it is desirable that we are
able to gain insights into inner workings of the model and
make sure that the model is interpreting the data the way
it is meant to be. Interpretable models also help better our
(i. e., human) understanding of the problem and the solution,
saving us from making costly errors [18].
B. SEWA/AVEC 2017 Corpus
The ‘Automatic Sentiment Analysis in the Wild’ (SEWA)
corpus [19] is the only in the wild public database available
to date, featuring time-continuous, high resolution labels for
multiple dimensions of affect. The success of bag-of-words
(BoW)-based text features of the SEWA database (‘Affect
Recognition’ sub-challenge of the Audio/Visual Emotion
Challenge and Workshops (AVEC 2017) [20]) makes this
database an interesting use-case for understanding AI-based
time-continuous multi-dimensional emotion prediction.
C. Organisation of the Paper
In Section II and Section III, we discuss in depth the superior
performance and the extraction of textual features in the
context of AVEC 2017. Section IV explains the key concepts of
layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) method using which
we have computed the relevance scores for the individual
features. We present our key findings in Section VI. Lastly,
we conclude with a scope for future work in Section VII.
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Table I: AVEC’17 baseline performance with SVRs using the
BoW textual features alone, C= Complexity [20].
Data Split Emotion C CCC PCC RMSE
Devel
Arousal 2−6 0.3713 0.4591 0.1365
Valence 2−7 0.3907 0.4840 0.1379
Liking 1 0.3147 0.3289 0.1240
Test
Arousal 2−6 0.3775 0.4223 0.1036
Valence 2−7 0.4245 0.4945 0.1050
Liking 1 0.2462 0.2832 0.1551
II. THE AVEC 2017 DATABASE
The SEWA corpus features subject pairs conversing in one
of the six languages, i. e., Chinese, English, German, Greek,
Hungarian, and Serbian. The subjects were asked to discuss
a quite repetitive water-tap commercial that was otherwise
informative, and generally likeable. We use a subset of the
SEWA corpus used previously in the ‘Affect Recognition’
sub-challenge of the AVEC 2017 [20], featuring German
subjects. The subject pairs dominate the conversations mostly
equally in most of the cases. The mean duration of conversa-
tions is 2 minutes 47 seconds. The data was split into training,
development and test set in roughly 2:1:1 ratio [20].
III. THE BOW TEXTUAL FEATURES OF AVEC 2017
A. Baseline Results and Suitability of the Features
While the video, audio and textual features were provided
to the challenge participants, the baseline paper reported
effectiveness of the text features across all of the three affect
dimensions, including the challenging ‘liking’ dimension (cf.
Table I). The participants, too, used the text features invari-
ably – despite the availability of much context-rich, highly
informational video and audio data – many even reporting
enhancements in the prediction upon incrementally using the
text features [20–23]. The information contained in the textual
features is, thus, highly informative and non-redundant.
As the very purpose of this study is to investigate how
even a simple feedforward neural network-based regression
model is able to exploit the information contained in the
BoW textual features to reasonably predict the affect dimen-
sions continuously in time, without the need of any post-
processing step, we discuss the feature extraction process in-
depth, including those details missing from the AVEC 2017
baseline paper due to space constraint [20].
B. Feature Extraction Algorithm In Depth
The database originally consisted of only the orthographic
transcriptions labelled by a native German speaker. These
labels were mostly at a sentence level, but may consist of
even a single word or an action marker (e. g., laughter),
depending on how the annotator chose to divide the speech
to transcribe it (cf. directory: transcription). As a preprocess-
ing step, every word in these transcriptions was roughly
time-aligned through a simple linear interpolation, using the
relative position of a word in comparison to the total number
of words in an utterance, and the start- and end-times of the
Instance;  Time; Interpolated Word
...
Train_17;    5.22;   'ja'
Train_17;    5.23;   ''
Train_17;     ...   ;   ''
Train_17;    5.66;   'end'
Train_17;     ...   ;   ''
Train_17;    6.11;   'viel'
Train_17;     ...   ;   ''
Train_17;    6.56;  'auf'
Train_17;     ...   ;   ''
Train_17;    6.01;  'jeden'
Train_17;     ...   ;   ''











Instance; Time; w000;w001;...w090;...w520 
...
Train_17;    5.20;          0;        0;... 0.301; ...  0
Train_17;    5.21;          0;        0;... 0.301; ...  0
Train_17;  ...      ; 
...
Bag of words 
Features
Timestamp for the 1st word 
=round (5.2174,2)=5.22.
Timestamp for the last word 
=round (7.4535,2)=7.45.







Figure 1: Complete feature generation process pipeline. The
approximate word locations are first obtained using interpo-
lation in time. The rest of the timestamps are marked with
an empty string. The term frequencies (t fn) for 521 words in
a 6 second window are computed (hop=100 ms), and feature
values are then assigned as (wn = log10(t fn + 1) if t fn ≥
1 else 0 ∀n ∈ [0, 520]). In the interest of reproducibility1, the
corresponding directory names are given above.
utterance. Every word in a labelled utterance, thus, corre-
sponds to a unique timestamp; timestamp that is rounded
to some integer step of 10 ms. Because no ‘forced alignment’
tool was used, it is obvious that this timing information is
likely highly inaccurate (cf. directory: textual_features). Next,
a vocabulary is built with only the words with at least two
occurrences in the training partition. A bag-of-text-words
(BoTW) representation is then computed using histograms
of frequencies of occurrence of words from the vocabulary,
for a moving window of 6 seconds (hop=0.1 second). Because
the vocabulary consists of 521 words, and because we use
only unigrams, the BoTW features consist of 521 dimensions,
where the feature value itself represents logarithm of the
term frequency [20] (cf. Figure 1).
C. Key Characteristics of AVEC 2017 BoTW Features
To better understand likely reasons for the success of BoTW
features, It is important to revisit and establish first what this
histogram-based, sparse, yet effective feature representation
achieves, what kind of knowledge it encapsulates.
1) The BoW feature transformation, when applied on a
moving window, captures the varying temporal trends
in the distribution of quantisations of the input feature
vectors (cf. Figure 2). Therefore, while this is also a
downsampling operation, it better preserves a certain
degree of proximal context. The representation provides
a better summarisation of the adjacencies, and the tem-
poral trends in the original feature space (cf. Figure 2).
1Code available at http://github.com/vedhasua/ExplainAVEC
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Figure 2: A statistical summarisation (e. g., mean, median)
over a fixed-width window counteracts effects of outliers in
the original feature space, yet capturing temporal dynamics.
In the toy example above, however, a 4-point moving average
(hop size=2) results in a critical loss of information. The
down-sampled feature sequence is constant valued, which
cannot be mapped to dynamically varying output labels.
However, note that the moving histogram-based represen-
tation ([Q1,Q1,Q2,Q2,Q1]) preserves more of the context. It
correctly captures the fact that the the 3rd and 4th histograms
– featuring 0-valued features that drive the label value down
to 2.5 from 7.5 – differ vastly from the rest of the histograms.
BoW-based downsampling, thus, is more context and adja-
cency information-preserving.
2) The low level descriptors (LLDs) are typically com-
puted over a small data frame, and may feature out-
liers. The moving BoW representation is inherently
less sensitive to the outlier LLDs, compared to the
moving average for example, due to the intermediate
quantisation step and the inherent sparsity [24, 25].
3) When the moving BoW features are computed over
largely overlapping frames, the BoW transformations
of consecutive frames are closely inter-related. This is
because the changes in the corresponding histograms
are then gradual, and consequently, so are the changes
expected in the corresponding outputs for a gener-
ally continuous input-to-output mapping. Moving BoW
representation is, therefore, ideal to model a gradually
varying sequential data – i. e., the regression labels.
4) As for the challenge feature set, every feature value
represents not only the occurrence or non-occurrence
of a certain word, but also the logarithm of the term
frequency in the surrounding 6 second window.
5) No complex pretrained embeddings were necessary to
generate the provided numeric feature transformation
from the textual space to the numerical space.
6) BoW feature vector with all zeros (indicating absence
of all of the words and the action markers) corresponds
to a neutral affective state in theory, i. e., label = 0.0, for




0 if x1 < 0 





0 if x2 < 0 
1 if x2 ≥ 0
{
Sensitivity
                              
|f(x)|1=
0  if x1 < 0 
x1 if x1 ≥ 0
{
|f(x)|2=
0  if x2 < 0 
x2 if x2 ≥ 0
{
Decomposition
Figure 3: Why the LRP/DTD-based relevance computations
are necessary: The sensitivity score ≡ ( d fdxi )
2 quantifies the ef-
fect of the inputs on the output when changed. The LRP/DTD-
based relevance score ≡ contributions of the individual inputs
in generating the output. Above, the sensitivity scores incor-
rectly imply that x1 and x2 are equally relevant to the output
y at (41, 1) and (1, 41); both scores = 1. Obviously however,
x1 contributes the most in raising the output y to 42 at (41, 1).
The relevance score | f (x)|i defined as max(0, xi) makes more
sense in this case. The LRP/DTD methods achieve that.
IV. FEATURE RELEVANCE COMPUTATION
A popular technique to quantify relevance of inputs is to
compute the effect of change in inputs on the output; i. e.,
the more the effect, the more relevant is the input. However,
this sensitivity score may not reflect the true relevance of
inputs, since (1) partial derivatives are indicative of the local
effects, and (2) there is no direct relationship between the
value of a function and the partial derivative at a data-point
[26]. For example, in Figure 3, both inputs are considered







= 1. However, we know that the contri-
butions to y from x1 and x2 vary in the (x1, x2) space. Further,
this metric is discontinuous at x1 = 0 and at x2 = 0.
The ‘Deep Taylor Decomposition’ (DTD) method [27] for
relevance computation is a special case of LRP [26, 28].
Both the LRP and DTD methods aim to provide constituent
contributions coming from individual features for an output.
For the example given in Figure 3, the LRP and DTD-based
relevance functions effectively capture different contributions
coming from x1 and x2, while remaining continuous at
x1 = 0 and x2 = 0. Intuitively speaking, when applied to
an image recognition model, sensitivity tells us ‘change in
which pixels’ would make the image less or more of a dog
image, while a DTD/LRP-based decomposition tells us the
extent to which each pixel contributes to make it a dog image.
A. LRP formulation used in this paper
LRP-Z, a basic building block of LRP, implements a conser-
vative decomposition of relevance score (R(l)j ) in proportion
to zij = xiwij signal sent from a neuron i in the lth layer to a
neuron j in the (l + 1)th layer in the forward pass [26], where
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· R(l+1)j where zj = ∑
j
zij + bj, xj = g(zj) (1)
In Equation (1), g is an activation function, which may be
non-linear. When a network consists of only the linear, max-
pooling and rectified linear units layers, R(l)j for any input xi
equals the value of the input multiplied by partial derivative




Note that for the given non-negative, sparse BoTW fea-
ture representation, DeepLIFT (another contribution-oriented
relevance score computation) [29] reduces to Ri = xi ·
∂ f (x)
∂xi
likewise. This is primarily because the 0-valued input vector
maps to a 0-valued regression label (cf. Section III-C.6).
Thus, while introducing non-linearity to the model through
rectified linear units, contribution-based relevance compu-
tations remain easy to compute, to debug, and are readily
interpretable.
V. TRAINING OF THE REGRESSION MODELS
A. The Model Topologies and Training
Because a neural network learns with random weight initial-
isations, different training iterations give rise to completely
differently trained models. For any given topology of a
model, we run the training multiple times until a certain
number of best generalising, different models are generated
– exceeding baseline performance on both the development
and test data split. To help the model learn the property Sec-
tion III-C.6, we augment the training data by about 50 % new
training samples featuring 0-valued input feature vectors and
the corresponding 0-valued output regression outputs for the
three affect dimensions. To help avoid overfitting and aid
model generalisation with more of fault tolerance, we inject
small random gaussian noise (mean=0, variance=2.5e-6) into
to our training partition [30]. Overfitting was additionally
avoided using regularisers and dropouts.
The models were trained using the Keras framework with
Tensorflow [31] as the backend. We experimented with multi-
ple combinations of the number of hidden layers (∈ [0,3]) and
the number of nodes for the hidden layers (∈ 2[3,4,· · · ,8]), and
optimisers (∈ {adamax, adagrad, adam, rmsprop}). We use the
concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) as the performance
metric, as in AVEC 2017. We used a novel loss function to
train our model, presented next.
B. Novel MSE and CCC-based Loss Function
The many-to-many mapping between the typical loss func-
tion mean square error (MSE), and the AVEC 2017 perfor-
mance metric (CCC) is given by the following equation [32].





where, σXY = Covariance ( prediction, gold-standard ) (2)
We use ( MSEσXY )
2 as the loss function for quicker training of
our models, as we want to optimise for a high CCC. The use
of square of the term ( MSEσXY ) is to ensure that the network
does not ‘cheat’, i. e., minimise the loss function without
optimising for MSE, but rather by merely making the covari-
ance more negative. The squared ( MSEσXY ) formulation ensures
that MSE gets minimised, while square of the covariance
is simultaneously maximised. Expectedly, as a side effect,
we do run into situations where the trained model results
in a highly negative CCC on the training and validation
data. However, as discussed in Section V-A, we analyse
only the well-trained models as dictated by the performance
thresholds of the AVEC 2017 baseline results.
VI. RESULTS
The goal of this paper is to gain insights into the inner
working of reasonably trained models, learning from their
reasonably accurate predictions. To this end, we compute
feature relevance scores for from the test set samples, where
the prediction error is less than the mean absolute error. We
use the iNNvestigate toolkit [33] to compute the relevances.
We plot the most positively and most negatively contributing
features, capturing the temporal dynamics of the relevance
scores against the input values (cf. Figure 4). Note that
even these ‘most relevant’ features seldom contribute to the
output; owing to the sparse nature of the inputs.
While the insights we discuss next are consistent across dif-
ferent network topologies, Figure 4 was generated using the
network topology of 3 hidden layers with [256, 64, 16] nodes,
and [linear, relu, relu] activations respectively. Because relu
activation inhibits the output negation, we avoid using it for
the output layer in our analysis. Our output layer consists
of one node with a linear activation. Likewise, the linear
activation at the input side gives the model an opportunity
to vary the negative weights (thus, relevances) across the
BoTW features. The nodes of the first hidden layer, thus,
generate a derived (or a secondary) feature-set consisting of
linear combinaions of the input BoTW features. The next 2
hidden layers introduce non-linearity in the input to output
mapping, thanks to the relu activation.
Indeed, as a human would, the arousal and valence dimen-
sions are heavily influenced by the laughter-related action
markers. The model typically finds the small words such
as ‘und’ (and), ‘super’ (super/great), ‘nicht’ (not), ‘auch’
(also/too) particularly useful in predicting high arousal re-
gression outputs. These words were used often for collabora-
tive interruption (e. g., and/also), or when exclaiming (e. g.,
super), or to emphasise (e. g., too/also). The action markers
for fillers (<filler>), conjunctions such as ‘also’ (contextually
‘well..’/so/hence in English), ‘irgendwie’ (somehow), ‘vielle-
icht’ (perhaps/maybe) have a negative effect on the arousal
prediction. We note that these words indicate a certain degree
of uncertainty, hesitation, an act of thinking. When used in
a conversation, these words were often coupled with short
pauses in speech, decreasing arousal level.
Because the relavance score for the <laughter> was drasti-
cally high, the effect of other words is expected to manifest
mostly in its absence. The plot of prediction errors, BoTW
input values for <laughter> (= log(t f<laughter>+ 1), and rele-
vance scores for other BoTW features confirm our hypothesis
(available in the source code). Further, the arousal, valence
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Relevance scores for Arousal
Most positive (∑relevances): Rank1
Most positive (∑relevances): Rank2




Most positive (∑relevances): Rank1
Most positive (∑relevances): Rank2
Most negative (∑relevances): Rank1




Most negative (∑relevances): Rank1
Most positive (∑relevances): Rank1
Most negative (∑relevances): Rank2
Relevance scores for Liking
Figure 4: For a trained model, illustrations above capture temporal dynamics of the feature values and the relevance scores in
predicting three affect dimensions, where the prediction error was less than a certain threshold. For arousal and valence
dimensions, the crests and the troughs are very highly correlated with the most positively and negatively contributing
features respectively. Predictions for liking do not exhibit as much a temporal correlation. The highly positively and negatively
contributing words are found to be mostly consistent with human perception of the emotion expression.
peaks correlate well with the most negatively and positively
contributing features (cf. Figure 4).
Interestingly, when predicting the most challenging ‘Lik-
ing’ dimension, the model focuses more on words, rather
than the laughter-related markers. It also often attends to
affirmative words such as ‘ja’ (yes/yeah), ‘echt’ (really),
adjectives like ‘schon’ (nice/already), ‘gut’ (good), ‘groß’
(size/big), ‘ganze’ (complete/very). People often talk about
the reasons why they (dis)liked something. Interestingly,
the liking model assigns high relevance to words implying
contexts e. g., ‘dazu’/‘außerdem’ (therefore), ‘endlich’ (at
last), ‘über’ (over (something)), ‘zusammenhang’ (context),
‘weil’ (because). However, the model assigns a high relevance
to only a few context-indicating words invariably (e. g., at
last/because/thus) and the choice of these words changes in
every training iteration. Thus, average scores for these words
across different models get diminished. These words were
not considered as relevant in predicting arousal and valence.
The liking dimension also exposes a few more limitations
of the models and our approach – owing to low-performance
of the ’liking’ prediction model. Because the CCC threshold is
low = 0.246 (unlike e. g., 0.378 for arousal), the liking dimen-
sion has a higher mean absolute error; and we end up com-
puting feature relevances across more erroneous predictions.
Consequently, the troughs and valleys in the time-domain do
not correlate as highly with the most positively and the most
negatively contributing feature values for ’liking’, unlike the
other two dimensions. Likewise, the German definite article
‘die’ is often considered highly relevant, inconsistent with
human perception. This might be because of its prevalence
in the German texts (since ‘die’ indicates feminine singulars,
and all plurals), and because the relevance score is directly
proportional to the feature value. Consistent with human
perception however, ‘Wasserhahn’-like nouns (water-tap in
English) were observed to be irrelevant across all emotion
dimensions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
For the very first time, we investigate and reason the success
of BoTW features in predicting time-continuous, high res-
olution, multidimensional affect on in the wild data, using
contribution-based relevance score computation. The models,
for the most part, were observed to utilise the features
consistent with human perception of emotion expression.
We come to understand a few limitations of the mod-
els, thanks to the challenging liking dimension where the
model predictions were inferior (although higher than the
challenge baseline). We aim to address these limitations by
merging together certain BoTW features (e. g., the articles,
‘because’ with ‘hence’). While we present a pioneering at-
tempt at reasoning performance of a neural network on time-
continuous, in the wild, multidimensional affect regression,
all the conversations have a consistent theme. We intend to
run similar experiments on more of in the wild data with
varied themes for the conversations. It would be of interest
to demystify more advanced architectures (e. g., attention-
based recurrent and convolutional neural networks), and also
relevance of different dimensions of the word-embeddings in
time-continuous affect prediction.
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